
Setting the scene  

Making new areas 

Once the children have decided what their game is going to be about, and they have had a chance to play with 

the Toolset in their Scratchpad area – and test their initial area design work using the NWN2 game package – 

they are ready to bring their ideas and explorations together to make the first proper area of their game. You 

may need to encourage them to start a new area rather than continuing to work on their Scratchpad, but it 

generally results in a clearer, less cluttered game. You could explain that the Scratchpad area is for trying out 

new things, like a sheet of scrap paper, but the new area will be the start of their proper game, and it may 

well be that they will eventually make several areas for their game. The Scratchpad will still be there to use 

when required. 

To make a new area, go to the File menu and select Create new area. The New Area Wizard will come up. 

Choose to create an exterior area for now – interiors are more tricky and we will cover them later. Also keep it 

fairly small – medium is good – players soon get fed up if they have to run for long distances to find anything 

of interest in a game! Larger areas are possible, but be aware that they may slow the game down, and 

particularly large/content-heavy areas can prevent it running it at all. 

 

Give the new area a name, perhaps to fit with your story ideas: 

 

 



 

Make the area medium-sized: 

 

 

Double-click on the new area name to open it in the Toolset: 
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Developing an area  

‘Story locations’  

The area design should help to tell the story the children are planning. There are likely to be various ‘story 

locations’ where key events will take place, e.g. a dragon’s den or a bear’s house. These locations can be given 

atmosphere and interest by the choice of terrain features and blueprint items, including visual and sound 

effects, working together to give to sense of place. The overall design might be set out so that these story 

locations are on a diagonal or in clear quarters or in random zones or on a curve – it really doesn’t matter, so 

long as the child is beginning to think about where the player will be going, why and what will happen to them 

there. There might even be particular colour schemes to help to create atmosphere or convey meaning, e.g. a 

dry desertified landscape that has been poisoned by an evil stranger and which the player will help to restore 

to full colour. The visual, spatial and multimedia design of the area supports the game story. 

‘Reading pathways’  

‘Reading pathways’ are the journeys that children make across a screen when playing a game; the player will 

follow a variety of routes through a game, and the designer can think about ways they might want to support 

this visually, with paths or gaps in the trees or prominently placed objects that will lead the eye. Or they may 

want to leave the player to roam entirely free. In addition to any visual cues, the player will be guided on 

these pathways by dialogue with other creatures (see later section, Talking the Talk), and may also be helped 

along by signs and hints en route (see Hooking and Helping the Player and Developing Simple Quests). 

In the example below, the player starts in one corner and areas of interest have been created in each of the 

other corners; distant vistas and helpful cobbled paths encourage the player to visit each corner during the 

course of the game, though the order of this journey is not yet clear, if indeed there is a particular order 

required – see the next section, Hooking and Helping the Player, for more about helping the player 

understand the world they have joined and how to explore it. 

Creating interesting areas or zones within the terrain where things might happen: 
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The children can also experiment with their area design beyond the playable area (bounded by the white 

box). By working on the terrain, placing trees, adding buildings, they can create a feeling of a world 

continuing, or they can create a sense of boundaries within which the player must work. (See the finished 

game exemplar.) 

The case studies on the Adventure Author web site consider a range of approaches to storytelling through 

area design and layout, and offer further thoughts about the concept of ‘reading pathways’ and ‘story 

locations’.  

It is important that as teachers we don’t impose any particular layout or pathways on the children; we should 

be talking to them to find out what they are doing and why, and respect the originality of their design and 

how it relates to the story they are trying to tell. The aim is to have a successful series of routes and actions 

that make good use of the area and help the game story move on (see also Adding Choices and Actions and 

Developing Simple Quests). 

 


